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The number of adult learners in the world independently conducting learning
--projects is estimated in the millions. The public library in the United
States; and elsewhereis a prime, support site for such adults. This first
approach.stUdies in depth the-selflearning and educational patterns of
individuals who have used library resources on a continuing basis among
selected respondents. (N -128) from the library service outlets of'Allegheny
County fttropolitan-Pittsburgh).

' .

The elements and patterns of selfplanned learning employed among these res-
pondents are similar to findings of other survey research in independent
learning projects. The content of learning projects emerges from real-life
negotiations and ranges across the transactional:environment. Motivation,

. as the behavioral reciprocal of content, is'not necessarily limited to
inferred hidden persuaders. Episodid behavior varies in length of time
eround function: .consulting people; browsing, searching; viewing, listen-

reading. But, induced by motivations similar to those found id .other
surveys, episodes are linked together to form sequential learning projects
exceeding the minimum definition of seven hou'rs spread over three days.

The tendency of respondents was to use a combination of all four major"
types of resources for information and planning: self as resource; non-
human resource (e.g, library materials); mother person (e.g. a librarian);
or a.group,. The finaings of this study appear to have implications for such
helping professions as librarianship. Tice role of librarian as learning
consultant could be developed'around the psychology of actual learning pat-
terns rather than stem from the way instructors teach or librarians train
1533firpn in library use. =
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LIBRARIAN CLIENT LEANING PROJECTS

Final Report, 9 January,1976

Principal Investigator: Patribk R. Penland

Graduate School of Library and Informatign Science-S

University ofittsburgh

. INTRODUCTION

The number,of adult learners in the United States independently.

conducting learnive projectg is...:Otimated conservatively to be in the
. ..,

.
,--, t,::

millions, well over 35% di ell-adfilt-learners (Johnstone and Rivera ,

1965)-* The4resent study has been developed within the framework-of-

observable patterns of these episodic and sequential learning projects.

.

An initial and provisional model of an independent self-ar.dy project

was taken from the findings of. previous survey research (Tough 1971;

i

Fair 1973, Peters, 1974, Farquharson 1975):1*

This study has sought to.lay the basis for a psychology of

intrapersonal information processing as distinct from the developmental

tasks/values approachuponwhich.so much of the traditional service pat-

terns, of the librarian/information specialist are based. It Has inves-

tigated the patterns eMployed by independent self-learners in planning

and in designing individWal learning projects. More specifically, the

study addresses itself to the questions of whether the.independent learn-

ing projects of library patrons differ from self-learning projects conducted

*For full citations, please consult the bibliography, Appendix G.
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,under other auspices,,and whether the lib-rarian/information specialist

clients differ from self - learners who d8 not use library and information

centers.

The role of the librarian/informatton specialist Idas not investigated
4

directly but only obliquely as it was perceived by the respondent. Primary

attention was given to the patterns in which respandents.employed library

and other resources in developing self-learning projedts. It was not a

usersurvey in the traditional sense'where the subject interest distribution

of a population serves as a guide to deploy the
-
infrastructure resources

'(NCLIS 1974) ,

The studyxas an indepth investigation of how individuals go about
4

planning an independent learning'project and using resources to conduct that

project to completion. As a precedent in library/information science research,

the study has made a start on a line of investigation proposed several years

ago (Asheim 1957) but not until now given serious attention by the profes-
.

sion: hoW does the individual learn? And, how are library, resources

employed in self-learning patterns?

II. METHODOLOGY Nk

A main pUrriose of this studs was to investigate thbehavior and

motives of independent self=learners in plann in designing their own

individual learning projects. The subjects were,selected from the patrons_of

the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh both in the central city and adjacent suburbs

in thw-county. Reader services librarians were asked to identify individuals

who fit the definition of a continuing self-leLmer, namely an individual who

2
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uses library resources to plan and carry out an independent learning project.

As a minimum for the purposes of the study, planned and sustained attention

to one topic was taken to thclude seven hours spread over three days.

SUcti a project is a sequential learning.experience on'a topic ch;-

sen by the learner who may or may not be directly assis5ed by a librarian

in using library and/or other resources. The fOcus,of thif studywas upon

the independent self-learner, and on the librarian only totfie extent that

the self-learnerperceiYed librarian-assistance;to be useful. Each selected

independent learner was interviewed indepth about one of more independent
.:

.
..

learning projects undertaken in the past 9-12 mbnths. The most recently

completed project received the major emphasit iii the interview.

The person6 interviewed were secured by requesting the ach.qt servi-

ces librarian at each of the branches of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh .

and district libraries adjacent to the core city .but well within the county

to compile a list of people fitting the category of resOondents 'for the

study. An abridged copy of the original research proposal as'well as,

Exhiliit A (attached) were employed by the project director in a series 'of

orientation gessions with the public librarians.

The sample of subjects for the interviews was the population of con-

tinuing self-learners as identified by reader services libraritns of the

public'libraries. The respondents came from the libraries in the central

city of Pittsburgh and its adjacent suburbs, well within the limits of

Allegheny County. Although the nature of the study precluded any formal

-,sampliingprocedure, the librarians were asked to make an effort.to secure

as diverse a group of cases as possible.

V/
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A,briefing she (Exhibit B) .s prepared in cooperation with the

public librarians as, the basis for initial contact with library clients;
/

.1
1, ye 4,

1-

.
aaditional orientItIon was prOvided on ah individual,basis. The cooperation

N
of the patron was obtained to serve as a respondent to be interviewed. Res-.

pongents were contacted by the interviewers and arrangement's Tade to.schedule
4

/111e-interview. The interviews wArfz, conducted in a private setting, minimiz-

in& interruptions, and where portable recording equipmAT Could be employed.

While the length of the interviews varied,Qthe typical interview averaged about

one hour in length.

Exhibits A and B help to articulate the idea of continuing education

through use of 'library resources which included both staff and materials.

They also describe in a general manlier the way in which the interview was to

be:conducted and indicated the general nature of the.questions that would be

asked. This first stltement was sent in advance to those who agreed to be

thterviewed. These items thereby served as devices td avoid or reduce ten-

sion, to diminish explanations at the interview itself, and to stimulate the

respondents to think about the subject on which they were being interviewed.

An interview instrument was developed and tested in a pilot sample
. ,

of the continuing self-learners identified by the librarians of the Carnegie'.

Library of Pittsburgh. The instrument was exemine4 'for clarity and cdmpre-

hensiveness by specialists in instrument construction and in continuing edu-

cation. Instrument development occurred in three phases'as indicated by

Exhibits C, D, E. Exhibit C includes a listing of the components within

categories 'as abstracted from the literature of researcli findings about

independent learning projects. Exhibit D deMonsfrates the second stage in

the process of. transtorming research findings into a data and pattern-

gathering device.
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\Exhibit E-was employed,as an interview guide with the respondents,

and was the instrument employed for the survey. The interviewers were en=

couraged to make notes.during the interviews in, order to relieve any respdnd-

ent anyiety'over interviewer forgetfulness. In as-many instances as permitted

..
by respondents, the entire interview was audio recorded to provide the indepth

data base required by the study,

The final interview schedule may appear to be a rather brief and
o

simple instrument. But it was_deSigned this way as a communications device,,
1,-;*

and after'the interviewers hid been t ainea and led through the process which'

cumulated in this final schedule. AnytRing more complicated may have hampered.

the interviewers and certainly would have =fused the respondents. In fact
-4

the interviewers were instructed to keep acv ry simple structure in mind,
(

i
..-

thNughsophistica.ed in its impliCations, shou the appearance of'the

interview instrument seem to inhibit the responde : 1) Why did,you get

started? 2) What Helped you develop the project? 3 How did you know when

to stop?

'With this'structural.outline ip mind, the intetvieaers were surpris-

ingly flexible in helping the respondent describe the patte s and details

of her/his own learning project. By coupling these considerations with an

understanding of the framework out of which it was developed, t e inter-

viewers were able to organize their notes taken in th,k interview. Since 71,,

or .57.)-of the total 128 Interviews were audiotaped,'the iniestigat r had a

solid base upon which to compare subsequent report§ with actualint.rviews.

The research advisidry committee recommended that more than t e two
(

interviewers be employed which had been ppnned fdr in the original proposal.

-Given thorough orientation and training, the reports of several intery ewers

I,
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were considered to be more likely to include all the elements' required by

the survey. 'It Was also considered more likely that in this way more infor-
, Q

matigrOwodid be obtained suggested of additional hypotheses not considered

at the initiation of the survey. In total, eleven interviewers were re-

cruited and trained. This turned out to be a wise deCision, in view of

the limited time span of the study and the'extensive'follow-up.Ltime eon-

sumed in establishing contact with each Indiv*dunlirespondent and in con-

ducting the interviews.

Based on recommendations of the research advisory committee, the
4

\.
interviewers were not only trained to administer the instrument tut also

involved in the process of developing it.. In addition tc four training,

sessions, pilotinterviews were conducted and recorded verbatim on audiotape

and i summary narrative format by the interviewer. The narrative report

was compared by -the project investigator with the audio record as'a Check
4 .

, ,

on the summary,report. '&11 the pilot interviews were audio recorded as an
.-----,,,,, '

essential component in the training. In all, interviews were collected
.

.

from 128 individuals who were identified by professional libraiians as be:

ing those who'were dedicated to continuing self- learning employing library.

resources.

"It -
III. COLLECTION OF DATA

The instrument used itithis study was designed on the basis of the

research findings of learning psychology Tid upon the findings of survey

research into the independent study projects of citizens in the community.

The inter,iewers were oriented to the theoretical background of the study,

va,
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Their training included involvement with the three variants of,the instrument

as it was being developed in consultation with the research advisory group.

Pre-tests were conductedat each stage of instrument development

'11/1 the aaiftape record, was critiqued for interviewer styli.
./

,

the.Writtenreptlits of the trial interviews were compared with
: 4.

---I.
recOrd-..ter.kobjectivity, balpnce and representativeness. These

.
G .1 ) .

cesses led to revision mid the changes required were included

In addition;
et

the tape

various- pro-

in the Lsearch

schedule. Since-each of thNinterviewets was involved in this staged erain-
,_

s
trig experience. the final reports -of each survey interview were consered

-
highlyreliable as data reporting devlas

0.

A brief informal conversation often took place after each interview

drew natu ally to f close.. This dealt with an expresiion of thanks for the
1.

time given and any "second thoughts" the person might have Since1many of
.the interviews wereaudiotaped, the respondent was asked if thepachlne had

1
been troublesome and whether there might be somethingelse of interest to be

added to the interview. inally, a note was made iof those who wished'tohave

a summary version of,the report, on the project.

When the respondent. d6arted,lihe.interviewer reviewed the note

taken during the interview. Interviewers were instructed to-take notes

a ,
kduring the interview not only to insure accuracy of report writing but also

as a communication, device to assure the responden t that the interviewer wa s

carefully following her/his learning project:' It addition, the interviewer

noted any facts about the respondent and either wrote or roughed out a report
,/ 0.

of the ihterviow.

7
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home. A few were held in the subject's home., Several others were sched-

uled in offices of thel.Graduate School of Library and Information Sciences,

a

stances conducted in the library service outlet nearest the respondent's

The 128 interviews upon which this study is based were in most in-

University of Pittsburgh, particularly 'with respondents who used the Book -.,

mobile and some of those from the suburbs around^Pittsburgh butwell'w4.thin

Allegheny County.

) The interview setting was as relaxed as possible. The overage in-

terview was about three-quarters of an hour, althOugh the, range was from

five minutes to one and --quarter hours. A brief preliminary conversation
4

was held to establish rapport and to answer any questions whichmay have

emerged since the initial telephOne call scheduled the interview. The

subject was encodiged to talk freely while the interviewer haw to that

the "agenda" or po nts in the research schedule were dealt with.

IV. 'ANALYSIS OF DATA

Since no research of this nature to this investigator's knowledge
.

( has been conducted into librariah client learning projec5s, it was con-

sidered de'sirable.to collect some demographic information about the res-

pondents. Although no formal sampling procedure was used, an effort was
40

made to recruit as.wide a range of respondents as possible: Since not much

is known about the distribution of continuing learners inibrary user popu-

)fationF,'this kind of data may serire as a preliminary body of information

about those who fall into the category of independent self-learners employ-
,

16ing ibrary resources (Table 1).

c.
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N = 128

0

.

Education Age

Grades 1-7 0 Under 20-- 6.
Grades 8-11 7

2 8
H.S. diploma . 44 31 -0 24
College 50 41-50 29
Graduate 27 51-60 22

Oyer 60. 19

Mediate

Wier $6,000 31
$6 - 12,000
$1 - 18,000 20
$18 - j0,000 17
$30 - 50,000 6
Over .$70,000 0

a

Black
White

Female
Male

Face

Table 1. aphIc Coaracteristics

.9

.411111-
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These demographic data by kind and range may also.be typical of

findings from the usual library survey of user patrons. In-considering
1

these data, it'should be.noted that neither the demographics nor the

"subject" interests of the respondents were the central concern of this

study. The use of library indexes-and'documents was not conceptualized

on,the.basis of how librarians 'analyze-content/ nor index and store it

for retrieval, such as the model of employing/classification as a methcid

of thinking. Instead the actual learning habits and pattevns of respond-

ents were studied from the manner in which ',they naturally process infotma-

tion'in episodes and then link these episodes into sequential learning

projects.

The demographic data are scarcely representative of till population

distribution in Pittsburgh and Allegheny County. But it should be remem-
.

bered that in general the distribution of library users is not representa-

tive of the population. A more appropriate question might be the represen-

4
*tativeness of this group of respondents to library-users. But no one seems

to be certain 'how to sample out 4, group of self-learners who use libraries

from those who presuthably use libraries for other purposes. Nor can it be

accurately determined whether the casual user of today may not be the con-
.

,tinuing self-learner on e morrow.

Self-learners do of necessiiily

projects along the lines bf the abstract

ldctions. Instead, there is presumed ,to

develowtheir independent learning

subjectfategories of library col-

,

be a closer relationship between

an orientation to Learning interests and the totality'of real life concerns

within which any one individual is immer A. The occupations of the

0
10
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N = 128

Occupation 'Interview
Project Interest

Craftsman

,Operatives

Manalie 'Al

6

3

7

. Hone and
Family Life 11

Raking a
Service Worker 10' Living

j
7

Ia Professional Civic Interest
and Responsibility 19'

1-4 Sales 9
r-1

Recreation, Creative
Clerical' 11 lUse of Leisure 21

Student 6 Rt.ligion and
. Inspirational 15

Housewife 25
Cultural Pursuits 26

Retired 11
RnvirOnment and

Unemployed 6 Quality of Life 29

Volunteer 1

Table 2. Reallife-boncerns and Interests

14
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respOndens and the general topic of one learning project of each respondent

are listed in Table 2. However; two frtors should be pointed out. °coupe-

tion is not necessarily an indicator of one's concerns and interests. The

respondent was interviewed indepth about only one learning project. More

" often than not, the respondent may have been involved with other learning

projects which for the purposes of this study Were not emphasized.

There has been some work done on the>value of occupation as a social

index of the distribution of ot ef interests and concerns in the population..

. '

Perhaps the findings of...this qtudy will prove useful if anational slr j is
,...---... ..--

c -

mounted of citizenS' self-learning projects. It should also be noted that
,,2' .

.

no attempt--Was made .to exclude individuals' not now in the labor force.
.0°

Even though Table I ;show:few responders below the age of twenty, an

effort was made to have as wide a range as possible of individuals in the

population. 'However, the interviews had to be conducted with the respond-

4
,encs who were willing to be intery owed.

The learning history of diOrespondents has been considered to be a

` valuable element in\previous surveys of independent learning projects. Data

of this nature were collected in this study in order 6 determine whethe/

the learning patterns of respondents who use libraries are different from

independent learners in the general population. In terms of the number of

projects and the time spent on the one topic being surveyed, the findings

of this study are comparable to previous surveys (Table 3).

There is however one exception. Tough (1971) and others report a

distribution in the duration of episodic behavior with mode and mean points.

But in this study it was found to be nearly impossible to collect. that kind of

15
4.
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N=128

Number of Projects

1 per year 11 7-15

2 !I
," 42 16-30

3
1

It

32 31-49

4 It 3 50-75

Over 5 20 76-100

Time Spent on
Interviewed Project

hours 21

It

It

It

Over 100 "

Duration of Episodic Behavior

Episodic Behavior Varies by Fun

consultingyeople

Browsing, searching

Reading, viewing, 11stenitig

19

31,

29

s 16

12

ction and Context:

5-30 minutes

15 -45,Minutes

30-120 minutes
and often more

Table 3. Learning History

13
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data. Invariably, the resppndent reporte?that "it depends." For this

grqup of respondents, episodic behavior varied by function and context'.

?In general, an inpirmation process episode is shorter thait a study 'episode°

it a learning project. Indeed some respondents (6/128, or 5%) .reported

reading periods of up to 4-5 hours in length.

In preparing for a further, analysis of thp patterns cif independent,
V

learning projects, the investigator read the report of each interview.

Initially, an effort was made to resist comparisons, as attention-was focused

on the repoit from eachcindividual respondent. All the cases,were then read

,

again w ith the themes for.analysisin mind. In general, the the mes corr s-

ponded to the questions of the interview schedule. Depending on response,
.

some questions could be combined into a single theme and others were re-
.

4
arranged or die:larded as unproductive for that particular-interview.

As each case was analyzed, relevant items concerning each theme

were recorddd from wherever they might appear in theinterview. Direct

statements from the idterviewerts report were used to illustrate the range"

or elements in each theme. Since the general purpose of this study was to

t .determine whether librarian clients develop independent learning in the

same way as other people, it should be noted that the first six themes are

comparableto the categories employed in other surveys. The final one how-

--- ever is unique and may be considered as the singular contribution of this
t

,study.

Stimulus Conditions

The 'behavior of a Orson.within his warld can be seen as a specific

transaction with particular and, concrete phenoMena in a real situation

whether cultural or environmental._ The imperatives of daily life are

,

14
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processes and procedures which place the library client as well as Avery

person under constant pressure to adapt and master environmental and cul-

tural situations 'relevant to survival and progesss in living.

(../ From the context of the individual, the patron apprehends these

transactional areas through perception. Under some.stimulus akt, the per-
,

ception is vague and uniquely informal. The stimuli are undifferentiated

and mar produce a vague uneasiness or interest. The individual not only ti

responds to* stimuli but also uses them as resources for inckAasinehis

petence in self control. The psychological te* "stimulus" is almost

equivalent to the "surprise" value of data as considered-in information,

theory.-

The stimuli become increasingly differentiated into- opportunities

, -.

and constraints. The thrust or vector in d cycle of behavior is'Ebwards
- Y

cognitive control regardless of how emotionally dlstrubed the individual
*.:____.- . il

may have been under the initial stimulus set. What maYNbe of little inter-
.

est to'one pers.= may be highly Pertinent to-another: In a Similar vein,

a stimulus to one person may of necessity-have to be concrete; toranother,

it may have to be more intellectual and abstract.

The literature on Vult iind continuing education have considered

- the episode as a way of describing the response of people to stimuli which

cause them to pay attention. An episode is a definable period of time held

together by similarity of intent, by the activity itself or the sequence of
3

ideas and actions which occur in it. Each episode can be remembered as having

a beginning and end, arid range in length of time from 15 to 20 minutes` to two

hours or more.

15
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The respondents in this survey'appeared to be no different from----_-
. _

other human beings. Th4 following statements taken from the reports ff the

interviews with respondents Meal- to be similar.to the stimuli conditions

identified in the literature:
7

Television programs such as the English and American
historical series influence a pelson's attitudes.

Specialty radio Kograms such as those of theiWestern and
classical stations in Pittsburgh even thoughthey may be
tuned in outof habit.

Part-time .vplunteering such as contributions to Junior
Achievement raise imperatives for the volunteers. ,

.

News events in the daily papers ande.on television or radio
talk shows influence-the personts desire for more informa-
tion.

Passtime reading and browsing in bookstores and Libraries
cause people to pay attention even though an intent to learn
has not yet,developed.

Personal record collection acquisitions lead to the reading
of biographies and further information about composers and
performers;

Subscriptions to one or more special-audience magazines may
' lead to further activities.

Friendly conversations may preCipitate followup behavior
even though the original:desire may have been for relaxation.

Health problems, orra death in the family can lead to contin-
uing preventative measures.

Outdoor life may lead to a subtle and pervasive interest in
the quality of environmental conditions.

Episode Linking Motivations

Human behavior may be random; but it is more often organized into

an' pisode'when confronted with the. surprise value of information. 'NC per-

r- son is exempt from the cycle of adaptive behavior when confronted with a

concern or interestIn addition, episodes are sOmetimes linked. together
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4

A'

in sequence to achieve a more underlying purpose or to satisfy a more per-
.6

vasive interest. Such a linkage may not occur immediately but develop over

a period of time.
:

The linking together of episodes,into patterns of related activities

requires both motivation and planning. The individual may or may not always

be deliberately aware of these components. The cut-off point in practice

may be difficult to establish but there 'is a point beyond which the individ-

ual does not presently have the motivation to go. His interest may be lost
.

in the welter of other episode which demand immediate attention. She may
I A

a
. ( . % *. .if "-,:*`% of ,

return and pick up the interest again, or she may be motivated tb `clo'so'in . e ?

. CI

.,

some encounter with a friend,:an acquaintance or perhaps a sensitive and

perceptive helping professional.

The literature of continuing education gives considerable attention

to these episode linking motivations. The.following example s taken from

4
reports of respondent interviews were particularly importagt to identify

not only for research purpolles but also as the sources of her /his- decision

to terminate a project: .

The "cause," including women's rights and interests, as well
aa,blaCk culture and history led to action -priented learhing
projects. It is interesting to note that in these instances
a wide range of resources were sought.

1

Personal satisfaction including the development of self-
confidencei.better interpersonal relations and skills grew
out of such stimulus conditions as leafingthrough ?sychology
Today.

°

Being well illformed enough td share information with other
'people may be a more socially approved sublimation of the urge
to gossip but in-one instance at least a husband was helped to
cbmmunicate better with his wife.

The .desire to see the end results or use the finished product
featured as a strong episode linking motivation to some

. respondents. 4

w.
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Satisfaction in reading when everyone else is asleep and
because a,book is started there is an urgeto want to
finiqh it.

Impending 'travel outside the country, close relations work-
ing overseas, or traveling on a reduced budget wa§ related
to a desire for knowledge.

Inflation and the cost of living legd some people to a con-'
verted attempt to be more self-sufficient through gardening
or better nutrition on a reduced budget.

Boredoth may be intense enough to promote a search for the
reative use of leiSure time.

. -

elf- esteem -.of the persOn with self-ltarner status may offset

t e frustrations an individual feels with the confusing devia
ti ns of group processes.

Reading ctivity may be an end in itself particularly with a

8 , 'those who still resist mass media communication.

When a person does not have a clear picture of what she/he wants to

learn orip 'definite goal to guide some desired behavior change, it is moti-

vations like these that carry her/him pastluncertain4y. As.a result, in-

(

stead.o f. focusing on a feeling of tesion or incompleteness in one episode,
= , I

the individual becomes interested 'in several related episodes usually spread

out over a period of time. If reisons.can be specified for undertaking a
. .

project, then these are related to the articulated reasons for ceasing

work'on it (Table 4).

.

It ought to be clear from the abbve examples that there is little

if any relation between these episode linking motivations and the so callAd

psychic probings which arouse so much aversion in the minds of some pro-
.

fessionals. It is hard to imagine"that a conversation about any of the

1

above motivations could beoffensive to anyone. No one in their right
, l C ,

I

senses would directly attack the articulation of the unexamined assumptions

1
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If people spend time learning, they usually do-
so because of some s(envirRrniental" influench

.
Some people I.4ke being involved, le, the
process itself is enjoyable.

Some people like to got results, ie. they
want tcaachiew a goal(s).

Sone people l ike to acquire'knowletit;e, ie.
thby .just want to knovinure about the sub-
ject.

If.people terminate a learning, project, they usua.
lly do so-for one or all 614.three reasons',

They are sat.1§,fied (satiated) .with the
' amount of knowledge .or skills learned.

Their enthusiasm for the project has
: begun to wane or has evaporated.

0

Their new knowledge or skill,has
pressed or benefited all those they 4

wanted to influence with it.

Table 4. Behavioi:s and Motivation'
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underlying these client motivators' because ofthe feat that such a
..

.
.

"frontal" approach -could be a "scary" experience to the average library

II patron.

Resources for Planning and Execution

The tlinninand deVelopiqg of sevential learning episodes can be
A

/
a complex and difficult set of tasks for the majority o citizens, Only

rarelyVill a self-learner sit down at the beginning of a project and
5

deliberately ,plan a detailed strac4ilfor the. entire effort. It is much

.;

,

more likely; as-shown by this study and by previous survey research,.that .

.
, ,

tHe- dividual vill get involved with a number of negotiations' plat .

. ,.

in the pioptsed sequence may only dimly be perceived, at leafe:Enitially.
a A A

e' /With ears cocked*to a deeply felt motivation, the individual

gins to articulate that need while keeping the environment under surveil.:

lance.for possible leads,. These leads'become the sources from which plan-. .

niag help 'and information are sought in what only retrospectively can be

seen as a 4quentral process. Thus, learning projects are essentially

transactional in nature.

a

.1

-Previous survey, research as well as the ptesent study have grouped e,

these resources into four categories. However useful this may be for the

purposes of analysis, it should be remembered that in real life, continu-

ing learndrs may be negotiating with one or all of these types cne after

another if not in some instances almost colittirrently. In any event, these

four transactional areas appear to...constitute the whole cohort of-resources

to a patron involved in real lipa contexts.
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1

I , . -.1
.

,

(1) Self-learners:. In many instances,, learners retainathe major .
P va.f ,

...
piesponsibility for day -.to -day planning and.deciston making. Such a learner'

A 1

er .

. lb

4

\
i tribs.to.detea specific errors in current knowledge, or specific weaknesses

. : k .

in current skill oftty1J. Thiiperaon studies her/his bwn particular needs .

.

`

,t

.
. .and decides on the criteria to bused in selecting a particular resource.
v . % I %

%. . ,. . 4 f t'ISheVhe also 'Others information on the adVantages,,weaknespes, accessibility,
4 .

level and sitabflitY of.certain resources or activities. The following
,

.

statements, obtaine4 in he stud , are charactlistSc:

t\.

1

Grabs books ff the shelves atta hpoltstore or library and
selects by publishing datei-lable of conteneg44.,.index and
in a rapid reading those "titles which seem literate and
substaritative.

Rapid' ads ,contents and `uses. related refer-
ences un il the information beginsIto relkee itself

Browsts-in newstands and then follows up at.the oad cata-
log in the library, then browses at shelves selecting on the
basis of "maturity" and recency:

Keep my eyes and ears open while it salved with television;

ne spaper articles or:tonversatio,=', one book leads to
a other as I browse on the libr; y shelves and take notes.

#.
ecent pamphlet or magazi articles*more up o date than.

1( 'albooks.are coupl with so rces among my friends who are mire
creative thin li ary help. L

.

(2') Non-Human Resources: do some occasions,much of the detailed

directi9 regarding what to learn or do in each episode comes from some object

1

or onhuman resource. Recordings, a series of televisioh programs, a set of

' pro rammed instruction materials, a workbook or other printed materials can

provide a blueprint for change. At other times, the learner may'find a set

of directions in one kit that will lead to other closely related episod

such as the fallowing examples:

21
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e .

Unless one reads just fcr the sake of it, then not many
books, perhaps 4 o 5, were us,2d supplemented by other
`sources. k. .;i

.

Programmed text on how to run a eeting was bought with
outlines for'?bading and discus ion suggested other books
whtch my wife borrowed from the/ library.

. 1 ) i
'Beineretfred-I visit museums and bookstores and either
Tick up leaflets or write to many places for information.

_
. .

. Kit on how to install a fireplace was purchased and I
. wrote to the manufacturer for more inforthatibn about

. heating conservation.
,

. - e i
.

4-
. Nature wa4

,-
its help me to observe the environment and give

*
.

. me examples of abuses to follow up on with readings and
. audiovisual materials. ,

f

., .

. \ - L':
''

.

\
. Television program "Washington in:Review" is a regular

* "'source of information and a guide to what to look for
:in magazines:.

.

.,
. . .

`acokstore is preferable to the library because it is
easier to find recent material and when bought in-hand
I can write in them or tear them apart and do not have

., to take them back. /

1

. .

Specialijed magazines on Melville and Shakespeare give
ime all the nforination I need for our discussion group.

....

No

(3) Human Resources: The planning (re deciding on details may wine
- _ _ _ . .

from another pdrson who helps the learner in a one-to-one situation as a.

)human re crurce who can provide guidance.and advice. There is a need for,

this kind of helper tofilf the gap between aid individual's level of
.;,- .

*competence and the skills necessary to access appropriate resources.
. .

Learners may know the sort of person theyneed'or the kind of knowledge

such a person will have, but they are often unable to think of a particular

individual. °Lhey are lear abouf their needs, but cannot think of an ic,.-....,.

. / .
. .

.

quaintance who will fit those requirements, or whether such a'person is in

fact, readily available to the learner, such as:
,
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Friend gave me a book which started me off before going to
booki and magazine articles; other friends helped me get
informetioridlii,nUtrition and food,

.;, .t

IRS toll-free phone got me started.afid friends who knew of
my interest and recommended documents end articles.

Practical work of camping showed me what,' had to know; my
frAnds' helped as well as magazine articles and books.

Optliplmologist who tested my eyeS suggested some readings
to overcome embarrassment at wearing bifocals and then I
tested it out among- my friends.

_
Curatbras helpfur when I talked to him on a visit to the
museum.

domunity resource people helped me to lay out and develop
the topic before fesearching my ideas to see if they match
knowledge.

County ageht tested a soil sample and gave me several-Pam-
phlets to "read.

People piggy-backing from one to another after I find one
or two people in the phone yellow pages.

Specialistsjocated in Who's Who in Science that I P4ite
or phone or Op occasion visit them.

'Neighbor next door is a gardening freak and put me onto
newspaper articles, television programs and even books

(4)* Group Resources: Sometimes learners attend a group or conference.

In this instance, the group (or its leader) decides the activities and %detailed

/-
subject matter from one session to the next. The interviewers helped respond-

ents focus on informal_group experiences and not those designed as courses,'.

for credit. Informal group meetings can help the learner estimate the cur- .

rent level of her/his knowledge or the progress being made in acquiring some

skill-as indicated by respondents:

e 4:



'

GI

Investment club requites group planning even thqugh there"
is a lot,of individual follow through.

Anithal care and welfare groupi) n out a program fqr the
year which the program secrera y follows.

Toasttabters makes it.ne ssary for me to survey a lot of
,information to e I am learning to speak on my feet.

Drama club responsibilities require me to dig up a ldt of
things.and usg them in producing a play.

- Professional association meftings occur on a monthly basis
and the concerns are spelled out in related meeting agendas.

Course at the RecreatiopDepartment helped me tolearn to
play and develop,tennj.s 0149ing as well asin selecting the

. proper equipment.
a.

The help-seeking process is not always' rational and.straight-

forwarA,inea logidally programMed manner. Sothetimes the learner takes

a certain step without thinking it through. Often a learner receives

unexpected help from some resource. He may seek one kind of help and

'obtain several others in addition. Sometimes he does not even seek the

resoprce in the first place; he may happen to notice a book in the brows-
.

ing collection, or may bump into some relevant person, As soon as he sees

the resource and particularly'when he becomes familiar w4th it, he may real-

ize that it can help.

Obviously there is a considerable role for a helping professional, to

perform in assisting.independent self learners. When and if that role is

developed, the prompt questions used on the survey instrument may serve a e

useful purpose, such as:

Deciding whether to proceed with the learning--deciding
what to learn--deciding how to learn--deciding where to
get ,help -- seeking adyice about these decisions from other
people or froMprinter materials -- traveling to some learn -
activities, such as a meeting or- practice session or
library--arranging appropriate conditions for learning,
choosing the right book or person for the actual learning--

obtaining that book or reaching that person.
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In the face of all these decisions, one may well wonder why any

individual continues to pursue recurrent self education. Butthe imper

afive probably grows out of. the transactional nature of the situation

and the fact that satisfaction is but a transitional state for any adap -'

tive control organism. The individual is "compelled".to activity both by

his needs and his interests: he is moti ted to prrticipate and to con-
/

tinue by his nature as a psychological organism.

In some instances, these respondents initially seemed to be little

better in ability than children and youth in identifying and in following

upon a topic in a directly planned and organized.manner. In other words,

there was a considerabld perict of what seethed like random motion until

they had "made up their minds." Making up one's mind apparently is in

deciding !low a felt need is relevant enough to 'spend time on it. Instead

of being random, it is a process of successive approximations by meansof

which the individual becomes more formally aware of what she/he is doing

(Figure I).

People.who have A interest they are pursuing do not do much lieliber-
.

ate planning. Instead of planning they browse and trust to luck to lead them.

On the other hand, people who are doing their learning.in order to solve a

Problem or meet a need are the ones who plan. The same person can be a

planner for one learning,project and a browser for another. A time limit or

deadline does not seem to determine how much planning is involved either.

In other words, it is not the sort of person and his/her individual habit;

-that decide howlmuc".1 planning,will be (lone, but the reason that the learning

project has been undertaken.
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The steps taken in the learning project were. very difficult for

these respondents to articulate. No one actually had a written plan except

for perhaps a list of thingi to be done that deyrincluding items like Check

bookstore, look up article in Britannica. It appears. ,that when informatj.on

was needed for one's own satisfaction, then the respondent was content with

.browsing and_reading. But if the information was needed for action, such as

giving a speech or making a presentation at a meeting, then the respondent

tended to seek a wider range of sources including talking to several people

in order to firm up developing ideas.

The instances which respondents indicated an action orientation

to their information seeking were actually few in number. The impression is

left that the respondent's who use these libraries do so for personal.develop-

ment and not directly for the arena of community life. Some respondents

worked on fewer projects over a longer period of time than others: Many

found it more difficult to say when one project stopped and another began.

They tended to'read a great deal even to"-the maintaining of "scheduled"

reading periods such as every night before going to sleep. They gave the

impression of keeping several related information seeking processes going

at the same time.and they enjoyed the process.

Even though most subjects tended to see themselves as typical of

the adult learner in general, most people who had one discernable learnlng

-prOject also thought of and mentioned several others in the course of the

interview. A friend seems to be much more influential,in helping get a new

project started than family members._ In some cases, it almost seemed to be

(for women) a way of assertineoneLs own individuality from the spouse. Few

respondents seemed to be aware that their goals had been modified or changed.
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in the prodess, although certainly many wished that or informatibn were

available on certain subjects. To respondents, a cliange n:goal direction

is a change'in the,projett itself. tespondents had not thon6t.about the

episodic nature'of their learning projects until asked about th

Library-Resource Center

One of the purposes of this study was' to deterffine.if using__

library resources, learned in the same way as do_otbers identified by pre-

.,

vidus sui-Vey research.' -Thd respondents to this study design and develop

their self-planned learning in similar pronounced-patterns as do other inde-

cpendent learners. So strong are these learning elementq_dnd patternaothat

--they carryover in the patron's expectations for library use.', Indeed, there
t

' appears to be a curious mixture of attraction to the library as.well as a

dissatisfaction with its resources.

The resources of the library as a, learning 'tenter are only partially
1

.

being exploited: Most of the people interviewed seemed to be self planners --
,

that is tiley did not rely totally on lectures or a'Programmed text. ,Rather

they used a variety of sources. While several described the library be-
t.

ing very helpful, no one gave the impression that the libr actually led

them into new heights of learning--perhaps through browsing, cer nly not

'through the helping role of the librarian. The following statements may be

N.

more suggestive of what the librarian could do than what is.actually being

done:.
4.

Card catalog helps me locate information by and about
author's books; then.I look up news and reviews and
sometimes buy bookswithont worrying about return.

Branch books were all read easily and then I had to go .

downtown to the business branch for more:

28.
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Librarian is questioned about the indexes and good books
on thetopic; catalog is a last resource. '

Card catalog gives me similar numbers for me to use in
browsing every lunch hour; then the table of contents
and the indgx helps me decide what.to read.

.

Browsing in the cookbook section gives me some good ideas
which I use in natural food catalogs and magazine-indexes
to-make my ideas more specific.

4,_Depend on the librarian's recommendations for about a
-dozen books; then I used some goVernment documents,

-
newspaper clippings and the picture file.

I is-, 0

' -Librarian took two books from the closed shelf which
thrilled-;ii---never.used catalog, but librarian ordered
some books from cen a1,1

7Not conscious of planning, ha-i alked into the:library
. ,

and followed my nose to get an °veryi through the brovi-
ing areas, periodical indexes and the encyatopedia for
background.

Librarian taught me how to use the reference sources and
the bibliographies which'lead to other sources.

Never'use,the card catalog; the librarian always gets the,
material for me even though you have to bring the books
back before I completed the hottby project.

Use the children's section for a quick general knowledge
about a new subject; then I browse on the sht.lves and
eventually asked a librarian.

Card catalog is of no use; only the librarian can point
out the real areas such as the reference'books.for quick
answers.

Spend every Saturday morning; my ideas lie dormant until
I go browsing at the library to activate them.

Library is-right across the street from my home where I
get into discussions with other regular users and follow
up by reviewingthd*helves and the new magazines.

Librarians,are apparently perceived, based on reported use patterns,

AS being helpful when one needs to unlock the "secrets" of indexes, card

catalog, shelf location. None of the persons interviewed reported even

.
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using or even thinking of haying librarians -help them think out(i.e:

describe, analyze and diagnose) their need for information. Perhaps

librarians can give this kind of help;1 patrons at least do notperceive-

them as having Vftis capacity.

Those who.use libraries extensively may not surprisingly turn out
O

to be the methodical plodders. Several respondents`indicated that the
AA

library could be used ad a place for serious research, but not as an idea

M

center or environmental stimulus for creative planning of learning projects.

An respondents had used the library although perhaps not as often as the

recruiting libraries may have thought. Their expectations for it were very

low--to find an interested librarian who seeths to care would to many be the

44?- height of service expected. In most cases the library was only one source

in a continuum .of sources used; and in several others the library was of

no help or very little help for a particular 'learning project.

' Since those interviewed were selected because they are library

atrons, it might well cause one to wonde'r what the expectations of the

man-on-the-street would be of library service. The pattern of how the

library was used seemed to be that whenever possible, the respondents pre-

ferrad to find their own material. Whether this was because of a need to

be independent or because of the formidable nature of the librarian was not

easily ascertained. As one interviewer noted: "People are extraordinarily

patient with the Iilitary; delighted when it does produce something; not sur-

prised at all when it doesn't."'

Interviewing as Process

After the interviews were complete Aad'ill of the data had been

collected, the principal investigator held a conference with each of the
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t.
interviewers. They had been carefully itained in both the procesQ of inter-.

viewing and in the purposes and design of the study. Therefore, it was

thought that they would have some pointi of significance to contribute. The

following may serve as examples of this reflection:

Learners' projects seem very,practical. They want to build
.something, or raise kids, or` play some sport:- At first
they seem defensive about their planning. They all do its
in some way or another, but they have a hard time saying
what all the steps are.

While all the subjects were independent learners per se,
manrof my interviewees.relied heavily on expert aftice
with very structured material. My guess would be about
30% were structured as opposed to.557 non-structured with
the'remaining subjects alternating or taking advantage of
both structured and non-structured materials. N

Of the interviews I conducted it seemed that people who
undertake learning,projects are largely self-m4ivated.
They may be introduced to the skill or subject by a
friend. But it is doubtful that the friend talked them
into getting involved. Most adult learners seemed to have
a, problem with time; that is they lead busy lives and seem
to thrive on periods of relative inactivity when they tend
to pile up a new interest.

Most of the people I interviewed' seemed to be self planners--
'that is they did net rely totally on lectures or a programmed
text. Rather they used a variety of sources. While several
'described the library as being very helpful, no:one.gave the
impression that the library actually fed them into new heights'
of learning--unless through browsing, certainly not through

. the helping role. Apparently there is little awareness of
the episodic nature of learning projects'on the part of
librarians, and a'cynic might say that it will require a

good deal of re-education of existing staff as well as'a
new approach to teaching adult service in library schools
to effectively incorporate the client's approach.

Interviewing was a revelation to-me. I'think I got a whole
new perspective on how people learn by themselvep. Peaple
have so many sides when you get them talking about what they
like to do. The word "learning project" sounded scary to
most of them until they began to talk about it in their own
way.
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Insome.cases, the learning project is primarily associated
with problem solving (i.e. purchased dog; needed to train).
Very,few'.of the people I talked to saw their interest as
pure "escape". Eyen the escapist could usually relatt their
project to some life long interest, e.g. "My interest in
Sherlock Holmes has improved my knowledge of late 19th cen-
=tury England."

I\did not find anyone who hid. not started out with one goal
in mind and later revised, modified the goal -- although cerr,
tainly many wished that more information were available on
certain subjects. Again people are extraordinarilycpatient
with the library, delighted when it,_dpes produce something;
not surprised at all when it doesn't:

Why can't we interview people who don't
kind of interviewing could help us give
people. When we really get into people
just a list of activities. They really
to get Oay'they want.

ad

use libraries. This
better service to
'a learning, its not
do think about how

The "quick learner" should not be disregarded; he may be
fast, but not superficial. I suspect there are.many and,
in fact, would go so far as to say that those who do use -

libraries in depth may tend to be methodical plodders. My
interviews certainly showed that the library was seen as a
place for serious research, but not is an idea center or
stimulus for creative, planning of teaming projects.

Real closeness developed in the interview and they
something like an adventure. I really see how people' need
some help, any kind of help that doesn45turn-iherii off.
Most people have a thing ,about the..:14biarian, almostlike

a love -hate for her sitting_baerthere behind the desk like
a sphinx. :

Most interviewees had usedthe library. Their expectations
for it werevery low. For many, any-interested librarian-
who seemed to care would be the:height of service-expected.,
In most cases` the literary was only oneaour!e:in-a-antinuum
of sources used, and in many casesthiliibrary was of no help
or very little help_for_a-partilearning project.

-The pattern of library use seemed to be that whenever possible,
patrons' preferricr.:tolind their own material whether this is
because of a need to be independeft5 or because of the formid-
able nature of.the librarian was n6t easily-to ascertain. I
suspect a little of both.. Many patrons find-the card catalog
difficult to use--particularly difficult when 2 systems (Dewey
and LC) are employed at,once.
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From these interviews, the interviewers seemed to develop a new

perspective on human learning behavior. Instead of seeing it as teacher-
,

orianted 'situations:, they observed that in a self-planned.project the

learner does itsetting objectives, deciding on or choosing resources,
..

finding resources, evaluating progress and-dealing with problems that come

up. Obviously no real'life learning project was ever as neat as these few

words may seem to imply. Yet in the process, the interviewers appeared to

develop a certain tolerance and euen patience in'listening with a."third

ear" to what the respondent really wanted go-=say. ' .

The interviewers also' developed some sophistication -in n

j

internaliz-

. ing the inteivrew schedule and thus increasing their flexibility .n the

. . ,

...,

r .
>

interview itself. The combination of pretest interview and comparison of

written report with the eudiotape record proved to bean effective method

of training. at-started -as-a-methodological_procedure turned out to be
(- .a. 1,... .01V

monstritiozi.of the value of a minj- practicum for training purposes.
.

It was only after the interviews were completed that the interviewers

recognized this development of perfional competencies.

y-

The planning of sequential learning appears to be a complex and

delicatetaf tasks for the respondents in this survey. Many of the

arrangements which'h ve to be done and the decisions to be made are diffi-

cult because the learner is'operating in an area that is new. In no in-

stance did the learner sit down at .-Eh eginning of a learning Project and

plan a detailed strategy for the entire enterpril-e-:-,,
"--

Sometimes a person will approach anotherindividual such a's-a

friend, acquaintance or possibly a family member looking for help even
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when she /he does not specifically know what really;is neacd or even

wanted. The intention may be to find out -what kind of help, if any, this

source could provide.
(
Or, it may be that the learner needs someone to talk

to and out tier /his ideas in verbal form to hear what they sound like.

Help with planning (and with subject matter) comes from many re-
,

sources, not just from one or two individuals or objects and other non-

human resources. A certain chronological sequence of events seems tolbe

fairlScommon in
.

the process of seeking help, even through Figure 1 is as

close to a "flaw-ch'art" as it 4 possible to come. Keeping this in mind,

- the rowing elements appear t.. be developmental steps in the behavioral

cycle of the help-seeking-process: 1). the learner,develops a general aware-

ness of the need forLhelp; 2) the learner becbmes fairly specific about just 0

what he needs; 3) she/he selects a particular rgi i perhaps after seek-

ing advice about this decision; 4) she/he decides how to approach the indi-

vidual or obtain the resourIce; 5) she/he-takes some "^"^.

To a perfectionist, it iseem that people "ought" to be able to

plan better than they do in and rtaking a learning project. This iay have
$.

,been the case in the clasLcal world of objective knowledgeswhere the subject

categories could be arranged with balanced symmetry. But in the real world

of the late 20th centu, the planning which does occur despite the odds

against it seems to be a noteworthy achievement aid a credit to the remark-
,

able potential of the human individual. In any event, the following elements

observed in this study are listed in summary format:

Most pedple undertake at'least one or two self-planned learn-
ing *projects a year in order to satisfy a personal interest,
have something informative to communicate.to others, or meet
some action oriented imperative (solve a problem).
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A .great deal of random activity is generated
the individual person as she/he responds to,

to overcome socioenvironmental imperatt4es.

1

In,7gpd by
and attempts

Motivationsas behavioral competencies engender satisfac-
tion and enhance the 4naividuallsomlf-worth in spite of what,
otherwise appears to ve an increasingly'complei and over-

t:: whelming sociocultural environment.

Patrons who use libraries learn in the same way as do the
other self-learners in the population who do not use libraries
--an individually developmental set at variance with organized
knowledge.

Learning resources include everything in the environment which
either can stimulate and fodus individual awareness or prOvide
informative data for planning and developing a project.

.

The environmental set of the person in -' 'self- planned learning
project is go strong that' individuals have difficulty exploit-
ing a subject oriented resource environment with faCility ,and
ease.

The components and patterns of how adults actually do conduct
self-planned learning projects may c,,nstitute a more relevant
"psychology" of (adult) learning that the way teachers teach
or libraiians instruct in library use.

(

V. CONCLUSIONS AND EXTRAPOLATIONS.

,

L I

%PI

The purpose of this study has been to observe the behavior of people

r

who le arn continuously and who ;IIN'used library resources. The data on

behavior have been collected from what people say they go in a self-learning
.

mode. The,pattefns in this behaviOr have been identified in the findings of.

the study. These findings suggest'an actual complexity and.sophistication

among humans to which theories have pointed.

Motivations and Objectives

Human beings behaue_in-real'Ways that can not a lways be theoretically

defined. A case, in point may be taken from the various speculations about
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the motivations which drive behavior. If one took the literature at face'

value; it would seem that motivatOrs are discrete'drives which if triggeiad

will have direct results. Observable behavior would syggest that while mo- .

cat

1

tivation may be obvious, the resulting behavior may be extremely complex:

Such a statement seems a paradox, but unless a person is aware of

and can discuss motivation, tite potential remains latent.. In another con-
.

text, probing profess ionals may try to accomplish such self-awareness among

'patients.. It is obviously just as useful. for healthy people,to aldartic-.

ulate motives and to define goals as they seek tel satisfy their information

needs. This is the role of the helping professional in librarianship.

'At the least the approach to articulated, ZIotivations may help to
7

offset the almost universal tendency to stereotype and prejudge people;

this person is goal oriented; that person is activity oriented; another

one is content oriented. How can any real human being avoid having All o'fs.

these orientations. Surely any learner has a goal, an activity and a con-

tent, albeitTerhaps not all at the same moment of time.

An orientation tSlehayior would seem to include a variety of be-

haviors in dynamic combinations which may be dedUeed from the processes

involved. Process does have one advantage in that its observable charac-

teristics can be discussed and changed if necessary to meet the circum-

stances. Consequent1x, thp following characteristics of motivation in

process appear to be closer to the transactional nature of real life than

are particular types of individuals:

Concern and Interest Satisfaction: A person may look for-
ward to learning episodes because they satisfy curiosity
about something, or discover answers to particular ques-
tions. Indecision, ambiguity, and doubt or unhappiness
may be reduced. Self-esteem or even impressing others
may also result.
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Content Enjoyment and Satisfaction: Learning content pro
vides pleasure by an answer to curiosity or in the process
finding it interesting, fa:cinating and stimulating. Prac-
tically anything can be enjoyable to one or another of
communication function to present numerous stimuli and data
which serve as effective motivators.

Skill Enjoyment and Satisfaction: This may come from practice
rather than from learning content. The learner may be trying
to improve golf, inter-singing in local opera, acting in
neighbor400d plays, building a hot-line center, or partici-
pating effectively in a group. The "reasons" for such enjoy-

menftray be for fun, to feel great, or the challenge of some-
thing aew and different.

Process Enjoyment and Satisfaction mqy offer a considerqble
amount of enjoyable and mentally stimulating experiences. A
"significant other" such as a friend or intimate may be
impressed by the learning activities.

Learning Completion or the desire to finish apparently urge
some people, for example, to complete the reading of a book.
Indeed, some people feel the need to complete any sort of
task or project they have started. In the past, librarians
ha'Ve built circulation figures around such an urge.

Extraneous Satisfactions are benefits that could just as
easily be.obtained through other activities. These benefits
are not closely xelated to the activity of learning or to
the particular knowledge and skill.. Some people find in the
learning environment a. meaning which has no necessary connec-
tion at all with the stated purposes of the activity.

Such motivators are not some set of hidden persuaders over which the

communications elite exert some esoteric and malevolent force. Any or all of

them can be initiated in a real humhn being as a result of same quite common

`and Ubiquitous initiators. Any given human being might get her/himself in-

volved in any number of such episodic occurences as the following every day:

Conversations, reading, television, radio, movies, drama,
and travel influence.tha person's information and attitudes
'6Ven though they may be motivated by immediate pleasure,
habit, sociability, or a desire for relaxatior and enter-

!'
tainment.
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Observing the world around them help people learn even
when the intent to learn is not as strong as other moti-
vations such as curiosity or desire for immediate enjoy-
ment of art, sports event, or other common events in the
everyday environment.

Home repair, running a meeting or supervising children
maybe the primary motivation for certain activities have
some by-product of acquired knowledge and skill. 4.

Marriage partner, joining a group, or participating in a
neighborhood project may produce some changes in partici-
pants. Unintended occurences such as embarrassing moments,
or a traffic accident may influence behavior.

Environmental influences can be pervasive, including the
people with whom one interacts, the appearance and resources
of city or town, the political climate, the expectations and
norms of society and employer.,

Whether any of these episodic initiators will ever lead into learn-

ing projects is quite another question. In real life, the.individual mulls

them over.in her/his mind. They may lie dormant for weeks and the strengtH

I(
of their interest dissipates if the stimulus ±s not reinforcedi A person

is not likely to be changed by one occurence or by the reading of one book.

If, however, the individual has been under siege as it'were from several
. .

stimuli, she/he may induce her/himself to become involved with such motivar

tional processes as these.

Tactics and Strategies

Learning projects can be grouped into categories according to the

source which directs them. That is, a person's efforts to learn can be

classified according to the one (including the self) who was responsible

for the day-to-day planning. One can look at who planned or decided exactly

what and how the person should learn during each episode. For example,

there are four kinds of sources whibh decide what the person should read or

hear, or what else he should do in orders to learn:
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Learner her/himself retains the major responsibility for
the day-to-day planning and decision-paking::She/he may
get advice from various people and use a variety of
materials and resources. But she/he usually decides
just what detailed subject matter to learn next, and what
activities and resources to use next. Instead of turning
the job of planning over to someone else, she/he makes
these day-to-day decisions.

1

Nonhuman resources can guide the learning project of an
individual and provide the detailed directions regarding,
what to learn and do during each episode such as record-
ings, a series of television programs, a set of programmed
instruction materials, a workbook or other printed materials.

ggrsonal help by one other individual either in a develop-
mental or tutorial situation where the planning or deciding
of the details is handled by one helper, who assists the
learner in a one-to-one situation. Thatis there is only

done learner, and these two persons interact face-to-fa-ce,
or through correspondence or the telephone.

Group help may be.provided by a class or conference and its
leader or instructor who deCide the activities and detailed
subject matter from one session to the next. A group may
be of any size from five persons to several hundred.

The respondents in this study did not consider themselves limited to any

one particular source.. In other words, they saw themselves as self-learners

employing whatever resources and methods seemed to be necessary in the dynam-

ics of a developing learning project. Thus one must conclude that, with few
ti

exceptions, these respondents took the responsibility of planning and execut-

ing independent study projects into their own hands.

Sinde these respondents were all library users, it may be that their

self-indeppndence was in part a product of that library use. The library

has traditionally been whatever the patronywants t1 6 make of it, if indeed

she/he bothers to use it at all. In any event, this self-orientation to

learning projects, vehemently defended on occasion by, respondents, offered

a unique opportunity to begin an analysis o' the innate learning-processes

of the individual.

1
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Learning in real life is closely related to the environment out of

which it grows in an organic and developmental manner. Humans learn to

respond effeCtiVely to other people, objects and events around them by

using selective perception and differentiation, forming patterns or con-

cepts and seeing relationships, and organizing information into outcome

competencies or products. In other words, the indiVidual articulates

perceptiong-, analyzes situations for opportunities and constraints, and

maximizes desirable relationshipa, with retrieved data in order to produce

some outcome which enhances self-esteem or impacts favorably on the envir-

onment.

Several factors can be identified which facilitate' independent

learning, including engagement (arousal of interest), competence to deal

with new.information, the use of ideas to organize that information and

to apply it to some concrete real life situation.. In the process, new

competencies are built by observing and receiving "instruction" from

environmental imperatives; trial performances before making adjustmentt

to feedback; and by growing more flexible and independent. The emphasis

on independence and the paucity of projects done for action results may

be taken is added evidence of the fact that fei respondents employed

group resources in their projects.

For the purposes olothe interview, the respondent had to turn

outward from her/his intrapersonal states of disequilibrium, indicate

the solicit§tions for assistance made to a resource and articulate the

steps taken in a seriesof sequential episOdes. Since one cannot get

inside the "black box" of another person's head, the following patterns

May be taken as indicativecof, intrapersonal information processing:
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Naming and describing an area not only separates it from
other areas but allows the 'individual to concentrate,

screen out interference and in general "get a handle" on,
things.

Analyzing the referent situation into constraints and
opportunities helps the learner to get going without
coming up immediately with a full-blown statement of
the topic, or problems ofinterest.

Free associations, not inhibited by outside expectations,
/ allows the individual to "play around" with any variety of

if-then "taxQnomies" about the nature, effects and conclu-
sions implied by her/his concern.

Overt questions, tasks or "shopping" lists of things to
do indicate that the learner is ready. to "go,public" about
her/his pibject and talk with' other people about)t.-.

Blueprint emerges from "gting public" including articula-
tions about wants (goals) and activities which inpractice
remain undifferentiated.

Satisfaction occurs when the learner tries something out
and finds that feedback is favorable where feedback is
largely_nonverbal supported perhaps by a brief word of
appreciatioriT-nr-where feedback is just a feeling of

,"that's enough."

Improved coMinUnication skills can,help the client not only to artit-

ulate more effectively but also to perceive that 'articulation as essential

to the learning rocess. Greater learning and thus more satisfaction can

occur when'the c ient is led to examine his own experience. The ability to

articulate, whether Orally or in outline format, requires the organizatlion

of various parts into snore coherent wholes which help accomplish some pur-

pose. Articulation helps to facilitate learning by engendering information

protessing in the at the neurological, sensory, perceptual, and

conceptual levels. Learning may of course occur in episodic behavior; but

at other times, the client, may want to be encouraged to achieve deeper sat-
.

isfaction in her/his efforts in sequential learning projects.

0
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learning Environments\

The potential of-Trary resources to constitute settings for

exploring learning to a large extent lies dormant. -The resources appar-
,

ently,exist according to the accounts of respondents, but they are in

'balance ilibrium. The resources are too orderly and reposed to

, -

encourage such usage. If the librarian does become helpful, it occurs'

when the patron has her/his project pretty well in hand, and as an inter-

preter of the classified index structure.

In other words the librarian, stands on professional principle--

her/his role is to interpret the collection to the user. The collection
# -

.is classified and indexed, and the patron has to be in a receptive mood

to be instructed in its use. Information processing,is that'which the
.

classification and indexing schemes speaking through the libierian say

it ought to be. They imply that informdtion processing is not something

which is dispovered as the patron moves uncertainly into some area\of

knowledge with partly defined` objectives.

On the basis of reactions of the interviewers, it would appear

that the interviewing process could be for librarians-an adjunct to their

inservice training in client services. It would give them a,hands-on

experience in how real people actually learn, not hOW the theoreticians

say they do. It would also help them to rec6nceptualize more concretely
y

subject ,categories with which they are .constantly involved, and over-

come an occupational hazard--the failure eithef to identify or to become

immersed in the referent base of the subject concepts routed by their

classification and indexing scheMs.
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. Librarians may initially be resistent to the interview approach to

professional service. But, there are emerging community imperatives to

which traditional service cannot respond. Admittedly the present study is

unique; but the process of internalization of a method through a mini-

practicum Couldbe a desirable form of inservice training. Once rapport

has been established with respondents and the learning project fairly well

identified the librarian interviewer might want to ask some other ques-
.

tions, How has this library been helpful to you? How could theilibratian

be more helpful to you? Suppose there was an ideal librarian, how could.
le

he /she have helped you?

The most important thing to do is to help people choose the things

needed for learning; help them with what to learn and with how. All too

often Librarians have fallen into the same trap as educators.. Instead of

facilifcting the.actual learning itself, educators run,courses. They do

not help participdhts with the planning, they do all the planning.

Librarians have been the same. They say, "Here are the materials you can

use ih learning; come and get them!"

Eventually the role of learning consultant may become more ilidely

acceptable among librarians. Broader based consultants will help people

sort out and plan their learning projects. Probably they will start with

a Modified form of the survey questionnaire we have been talking*about and
N

develop a helping "conversation" around other points which remain embedded,

in the instrument. The helping professional will look at, patterns, id. ntify

the gaps, and facilitate the learning librarian that emerges.
Zle
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It should be pointed out that the role of learning' consultant requires

that the librarian'e fdnction'of readers advisor be.enriched with learning

and communication principles.. Instead of the standardized advice on library

catalogs and materials that is provided the patron by the librarian, a More

professionally helping role would involve the following guidance considera-

tions:

Engagement as arousal or excitement-implies connection.
An individual is engaged whelpiinterested, curious, fas-
cinated, inspired or involved. ,Wheivihe slearner.and!the-
facilitator work together and connect well*, they are
mutually interested in an area of inquiry. Engagement
,facilitates learning because it seems to activate
information-processing and reduces the self-doubt and
fear that mad accompany first attempts at independent
work. .

Learner competence develops in dealing with tlie challenges
of self-directed learning. .Groundwork for is can'be
done by exploring the extent of a learner's familiarity
with the area of interest. If a field is tort-illy new, then
the need to use data-gathering skills becomes apparent. If
the learner understands basic facts or principles and theor-
ies, then she/he can-feel secure about tackling more complex
-questions.

Mental organizers such as concepts or theme structures can
serve in guiding the client towards examination and report-
ing. In employing such techniques, thefacilitator'can more
easily guide the conversation by referring to an internalized
picture of,the blueprinting procesi. Knowing the essential goal
of each step, she/he can structure specific requests and reac:
tions according to the quality of interaction and activate them
within the learner.

Knowing the need for an articulated plan, the learner can move
from generating Alternatives to,the bringing about of cldSure,
using, the main points in the project's' plan as retrieval de-

,

scriptors. The organizers should.be the ones which the learner
-wants to use and elicited and named when the interest area is
broken down into parts, and clirified when the goal statement
is formulated.
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Nonspecific catalyzers are open-ended questions that allow'
the client to use her/his own terminology, selectively. and
creatively. Non-specific questions can activate the report-
ing of relevant observations which provide a referent base
for the "evaluation" of feedback.

Practice emibths the learner to grow,more confident of her/
himself, less concerned with basic dkills and details, and
more adept at effectively motivating. goal-oriented respon-
ses. Thid 4 especially true when self-directed learning
involves skill-building. By pointing out how the learner
can grow more effective -at observing, analyzing, question-
ing, and reporting, the facilitator reaffirms the ways in
which commitment and effort pay off. This assumes that the
helper has had extensive experiences in real-life groups and
communities in addition.fo just reading about them.

These possibilities may have to await realization until. the library

profession becomes more responsive to community change. Certainly there is

nothing in the model-of the self- learner and its professional reciprocal

which is antithetical to the traditional concept of library service. The.

communications model (not a flow-chart) described in report has been

,developed out of the learning need's the components and patterns of indepen-

dent self-learners who use library resources (Figure 2). If the library

profession is to remain vital and dynamic, it must incorporate this model

not only into its philosophy but also into its day to day relationship with

the people it serves.

Summary

To most respondents, the term "learning project" ,peemedto be much

too formal to describe the continual information gathering andligegiing

which they enjoyed doing naturally., A helping professional could build on

this natural enthusiasm, help the patron reduce "random" activity and find

the information and competence to plan an entire learning sequence. The

choice of a particular resource seems to be based primarily on emotional or
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nonrational considerations. For in a new field, how can the individual
ti

know what resources are most useful? How can she/he pedict'the emotional

blocks, the required skills and other problems that may arise later in the

project?

In the context of a role as learning consultant% librarians could

help the patrpn to consider the everyday situation from which her/his con-

cern or interest emerged. These interests or concerns could be examined

for immediate antecedents and possible consequences in order to identify

the constraints to be overcome and the opportunities to be realized. In

so doing, the librarian would operate on two levels Of needed interpersonal

encounter: one to solve the immediate need of the patron for congruence

between his visceral state and an informed state; and the larger goal to

develop a total personality as outlined in the coMmunicative aims of the

agency, as well as in the communications profession:as a whole. Objectives

such as these can be abstracted from the following concluding recommendations:

Place staff inservice training in a framework of continuing
education aimed at developing librarians, who are themsleves
at least as "expert" in self-planned learning as the patrons
they serve.

*

Promote a behavioral approach to (adult) learning by includ-
ing an interviewing practicum in staff inservice training
programs.

Re-examine the traditional methods of "training laymen in
library use," or conforming patrons to Classified knowledge,
in relation to a learning "psychology" of independent study.

Develop and focustpublic relations on the librarian as a learn-
- ing consultant in order to, realize more effectively the pro-

fession's traditional philo'sophy of service to individuals.

Identify all community resources for information and learning,
and organize access to them around.behavioxal principles such
that the transition to subject classified. resources does not
appear so formidable to the average person.
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Rdvamp library architecttre so as to ease and thus enrich the
entry transition from the outside to the inside world with
more environmentally concrete referents such as nonverbal and
audiovisUal messages.

Expand administrative andsuperlfisory liaison such that policy
matters articulate the emerging sociocultural expectations of
all citizens rather than the now diagrams and PERT charts
based on traditional "standards" and institutional status.
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